Model-based restoration of underwater spectral images captured with narrowband filters.
Underwater spectral imaging is a promising method for mapping, classification and health monitoring of coral reefs and seafloor inhabitants. However, the spectrum of light is distorted during the underwater imaging process due to wavelength-dependent attenuation by the water. This paper presents a model-based method that accurately restores brightness of underwater spectral images captured with narrowband filters. A model is built for narrowband underwater spectral imaging. The model structure is derived from physical principles, representing the absorption, scattering and refraction by water and the optical properties of narrowband filters, lenses and image sensors. The model coefficients are calibrated based on spectral images captured underwater and in air. With the imaging model available, energy loss due to water attenuation is restored for images captured at different underwater distances. An experimental setup is built and experiments are carried out to verify the proposed method. Underwater images captured within an underwater distance of 260 cm are restored and compared with those in air. Results show that the relative restoration error is 3.58% on average for the test images, thus proving the accuracy of the proposed method.